
Adaptations

• KL: How are organisms adapted to 
surviveurvive?



Adaptation 11/05/2020

An __________ is a _____ in our body or 
behaviour to help us _______ in our ________.

Adaptation

Change

Habitat

survive
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Adaptation 11/05/2020

An adaptation is a change in our body or 
behaviour to help us survive in our habitat. (the 
place where we live).

Adaptation

Change

Habitat

survive
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Finished early? 
Can you name any more adaptations? Write down some organisms 

that have adaptations you have named.

Each of these pictures shows an adaptation. 
Can you spot the adaptation in each picture?



Listen to this song and list any camel adaptations you 

hear.

Camel Adaptations

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Boo1nSo73Gs&feature=related


• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OKtNiYzD
1AI

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OKtNiYzD1AI


Camel Adaptations

• Large pads on feet and chest for grip and decrease 
pressure to prevent sinking into the sand.

• 400lbs storage capacity on back for long term water and 
fat stores.

• Long and double layered eye lashes to prevent sand 
getting into their eyes.

• Thick lips that allow them to eat thorns and scrubs.
• Sources water from concentrates in cacti.
• Fur for insulation during cold desert nights.
• ...combined with efficient body temperature regulation to 

prevent sweating and subsequent dehydration.

Camel Adaptations

How many out of the 7 did you identify?



Explain   in detail how the 
adaptations of a camel allow it 
to survive in the desert.
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Adaptations help the animals live in that particular habitat.

Small ears to stop 
body heat loss.

Thick waterproof 
fur to keep warm 

and dry.

Big paws for walking 
on ice.

Thick layer of fat to 
keep warm.



Adaptations help the animals live in that particular habitat.

Long legs to keep 
body away from hot 

sand.

Hump full of fat for 
energy and water.

Long eyelashes to 
protect from wind 

and sand.

Big feet for walking 
on sand.



Adaptations help the animals live in that particular habitat.

Flippers to help it 
swim

Streamlined shape 
to help it glide 

through the water

Smooth skin to glide 
through the water



Draw or print this table – for each of the pictures on 
the next slide, identify the adaptation and say how it 

helps the organism to survive
Animal Special 

Adaptations

Why does it have these 

adaptations?





Spines and waxy skin can help to reduce water loss. Thick 
Green Stems can store lots of water.
Long roots can increase the amount of water absorbed from 
the soil.

Brightly coloured plants can attract insects.

Strong, sharp teeth can help to eat hard foods. 
Large, strong muscles can help with climbing trees. Large 
claws can also help with holding on to trees.

Animals that have strong jaws can crush prey. Sharp teeth 
allows animals to chew through food. Strong muscular bodies 
can help animals to tackle their prey to the ground when 
hunting .


